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Option 1: A larger centre accommodating up

to 500 evacuees. Establishment cost of

$22.6 million and overall costs of

approximately $37.9 million over lifecycle

(35 years at a 7% discount rate).

Option 2: A smaller centre accommodating

up to 280 evacuees. Establishment cost of

$16.5 million and overall costs of

approximately $27.9 million over lifecycle

(35 years at 7% discount rate).

Entertainment, arts and cultural facilities are

an important contributor to the liveability and

economy of a region.

However, in the Central Highlands, there is

currently no regional venue capable of holding

large indoor conferences, entertainment, arts,

cultural or sporting events. This impacts the

Central Highlands' ability to attract income-

generating events and activities of regional

significance.

Major river flooding is also a continued risk for

the town of Emerald, with floods in 2008 and

2011 displacing thousands of people to

temporary evacuation centres and emergency

accommodation facilities that weren't compliant

with state government guidelines.

It was identified that a regional cultural centre,

constructed on land gifted to council on the

Capricorn Highway in Emerald, could

incorporate design aspects in line with

emergency management requirements. This

would mean it could quickly take on an

emergency response role as an evacuation

centre. 

In 2019, GHD prepared a Strategic Assessment

of Service that included high-level concepts of

two options for the centre, outlined below. Then

in 2020, CP Architects completed a Preliminary

Evaluation report, the next phase of the Project

Assessment Framework.
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Outcome sought

$22.6 million to establish a large multipurpose

evacuation and cultural centre on flood-free

land in Emerald.

At a 7% discount rate = 1.23

Attraction of larger community events such

as music festivals, stage productions,

sporting carnivals, expos, workshops, arts

festivals and large conferences

Opportunity to grow and strengthen arts and

sporting cultures and build social capital

Creation of approximately 96 construction

jobs (based on Queensland Treasury model)

and additional jobs at the centre

Flow on benefit to local businesses and

tourism sector due to additional visitors to

the region

Meeting rooms and office spaces, cafe,

recreational vehicle overnight parking, bus

interchange and outdoor cinema to offset

capital and running costs

Potential partnerships with other

organisations, such as CQUniversity for

training needs

Potential for future expansion of facility

Close to airport and access to intra-regional

roads (not in a flood-prone area)

Keeps families together

Compliant with state standards

Well-known point to go to in a disaster

Sufficient amenities

Onsite medical and counselling services

Resources stored onsite for quick activation

of evacuation centre

Benefits
Benefit Cost Ratio

Liveability

 Evacuation centre


